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FESTIVAL BUNTING (WITH TASSELS)

by Magenta Monocle

Scissors | Glue stick | Cardboard boxes
String | Paper | Felt tips/crayons | Wool 
Decorative bits & bobs - glitter, sequins

THINGS YOU WILL NEED

We have also made templates for the bunting triangles, letters and stars that you can print out to use if you would like to. 
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let’s get started!
Cut out cardboard triangles for bunting using 
the template or draw your own.

Decorate! Pick a word to send to the world from your 
window. You can use letters from the printable templates or 
draw your own and cut them out. 
Get creative and add decorations - glitter, sequins, crayons, 
felt pens... whatever creative idea strikes!  

Punch holes in each corner using hole punch 
or a pen.

Thread your string or wool through the top edges making 
sure the letters of your word are in the right order!
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now to make your tassels!

finished and ready to hang in your window!

Cut out a rectangular piece of card 
10cm in length. Then get your ball 
of wool and cut two pieces that are 
30cm long and set these aside.

Then take the ball of wool - wrap it 
around the card 40 times.

Thread one of the 30cm 
strands through the top 
loops of wool.
Pull the two ends 
together and tie off. 
(These ends will be used 
to attach the tassel to the 
bunting.)

Cut through the loops 
of wool at the bottom 
of the card.

Wind the second 30cm 
strand around the tassel 4 
times about 2cm from the 
top and tie off tightly.

Trim the bottom if you think 
it needs it.

Thread your tassels onto the 
bottom point of each 
triangle of your bunting.
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MAGENTA MONOCLE

“I see beauty in discarded objects and materials and love transforming them into things of beauty.”       

magentamonocle

MagentaMonocle

hope you enjyoed Making your bunting 
and hanging up your message
for all the world to see!


